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1 (AUDIO BEGINS)

2 INTRODUCTIONS

3 MR. CRYER:               Okay.  We're on the record.

4 This is a vacation hearing for the claimant, xxxx

5xxxx, File Number xxxx.

6      Go ahead, Madam Interpreter.

7 THE INTERPRETER:         Okay.  Can you repeat the

8 number for me, please?

9 MR. CRYER:               Yeah, xxxx.

10 THE INTERPRETER:         Okay.

11 MR. CRYER:               Today's date is April 30th,

12 2013.  We are in Calgary, Alberta.

13      Madam Interpreter, it's my understanding that the

14 claimant understands English, and so we may not need

15 you.

16 THE INTERPRETER:         Okay.

17 MR. CRYER:               I'm just going to conduct the

18 rest of this in English for the introduction, and then

19 we'll just make sure that we formally dismiss you after

20 the introductions.

21 THE INTERPRETER:         Not a problem.

22 MR. CRYER:               Sir, my name is Douglas Cryer.

23 I am the member that is assigned to this hearing.

24 THE INTERPRETER:         (FOREIGN LANGUAGE SPOKEN)

25 MR. CRYER:               Okay.  Yeah, we won't need

26 interpretation, but --
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1 THE INTERPRETER:         Okay.

2 MR. CRYER:               Yeah.

3 THE INTERPRETER:         Sorry about that.

4 MR. CRYER:               We'll then -- we'll dismiss

5 you formally in about two minutes.

6 THE INTERPRETER:         Okay.  Not a problem.

7 MR. CRYER:               Okay.  So we've got two

8 minister's counsel.  Could you please introduce

9 yourselves for the record.

10 MS. MATHYK-PINTO:        Good morning, sir.  My name is

11 Stephanie Mathyk-Pinto.

12 MR. OSTERLING:           Good morning.  Tony Osterling.

13 MR. CRYER:               Okay.  And we have claimant's

14 counsel.  Good morning, sir.  Can I have your name,

15 please?

16 MR. SHARMA:              Good morning, sir.  My name is

17 Raj Sharma.  I'm a barrister and solicitor in the

18 province of Alberta.

19 MR. CRYER:                Okay.  And we have the

20 claimant.  Good morning, sir.  May we please have your

21 name.

22 MR. xxxx:               Good morning, sir.  My name is

23xxxx.

24 MR. CRYER:               Okay.  And we have an observer

25 in the room.  Who's our observer?

26 THE INTERPRETER:         My name is xxxx
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1 (phonetic), for the language.

2 MR. CRYER:               Oh, okay.  Oh, okay.

3 UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER:    I'm the wife.  xxxx,

4xxxx (phonetic).

5 MR. CRYER:               Okay.  You're not taking part

6 in the hearing?  You're just here to observe.

7 UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER:    Yeah.

8 MR. CRYER:               Sir, I just need you to make

9 an affirmation to tell the truth in case you testify

10 today.  So I'm going to ask that you stand and raise

11 your right hand.  Please stand.  This way.

12      Do you solemnly affirm that the evidence that you

13 will give shall be the truth, the whole truth, and

14 nothing but the truth?

15 MR. xxxx:               Yes.

16 MR. CRYER:               Okay.  Thank you.  You may be

17 seated.

18 MR. xxxx:               Thank you.

19 MR. CRYER:               It's my understanding that you

20 understand English perfectly, or -- and you do not need

21 an interpreter.

22 MR. xxxx:               That's right.

23 MR. CRYER:               Okay.  Counsel, are you in

24 agreement that we should dismiss our interpreter?

25 MR. SHARMA:              Yes, sir.

26 MR. CRYER:               Okay.  Madam Interpreter, we
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1 thank you for your assistance today.

2 THE INTERPRETER:         Thank you.

3 MR. CRYER:               And enjoy the rest of your

4 morning.

5 THE INTERPRETER:         I will.  Thank you.  Have a

6 good day.

7 MR. CRYER:               You bet.  Bye.

8 THE INTERPRETER:         Bye.

9 MR. CRYER:               Okay.  So for preliminary

10 matters, we have the list of exhibits previously

11 disclosed to the board.  We have Exhibits 1 to 11.

12 Counsel disclosed Exhibit 12, which was received on

13 April 15th.  Off the record, minister's counsel

14 suggested that she might have an objection to that

15 document.  Go ahead with that -- with your submission

16 on that.

17 SUBMISSIONS BY MS. MATHYK-PINTO (EVIDENCE)

18 MS. MATHYK-PINTO:        Thank you, sir.  Actually, if

19 I could address Exhibit 11 briefly, as well.  Two

20 things:  The description that's provided is quite big

21 as to what is specifically in that exhibit and what was

22 entered the first time around.  And my second comment

23 in regards to the national documentation package, it

24 seems to me that it's quite an updated package, and

25 it's outside of the timeline that we're looking at for

26 the original hearing.  So I'm not quite sure why that
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1 would be --

2 MR. SHARMA:              In fact, the national

3 documentation package that we received was for

4 Pakistan, not for Somalia.

5 MS. MATHYK-PINTO:        Oh, yeah.  You're right.  I

6 didn't even notice.

7 MR. CRYER:               Oh, okay.  So 11, I -- I

8 tagged the original list of exhibits as number 11.

9 MS. MATHYK-PINTO:        Okay.

10 MR. CRYER:               I must have been in a hurry

11 that day or something.

12 MS. MATHYK-PINTO:        Okay.  I don't -- I don't

13 have -- you mean the list from 2008?

14 MR. CRYER:               Yes.

15 MS. MATHYK-PINTO:        Because I don't have that

16 list.

17 MR. CRYER:               Oh, okay.

18 MR. SHARMA:              Well, it's -- if I may, sir.

19 MR. CRYER:               Yeah.

20 SUBMISSIONS BY MR. SHARMA (EVIDENCE)

21 MR. SHARMA:              It's almost irrelevant in

22 terms of whether we provide the national documentation

23 package for 2008 or for 2013.  The fact remains is

24 that, unlike most vacate applications, the -- there is

25 no tainted evidence.  The procedure is, is there a

26 misrep?  Is he excluded?  And then, of course, what's
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1 left.  If he's excluded, then we don't need to go on to

2 the third stage, which is to determine what evidence is

3 there.  In most vacate hearings, there's a misrep.  Is

4 he excluded?  Excise the tainted evidence.  What's

5 left?  Is he still a refugee?

6      In this case, there is no tainted evidence, and

7 so, as a result, it doesn't matter.  If he's excluded,

8 it's irrelevant; if he's not excluded, then, of course,

9 he is, by operation -- almost by operation of law,

10 still a refugee.

11 MR. CRYER:               Okay.

12 MS. MATHYK-PINTO:        I agree with that.

13 MR. CRYER:               Okay.  So are there any

14 documents that you want to refer to specifically in

15 the -- the --

16 MS. MATHYK-PINTO:        Only what's in the minister's

17 application.

18 MR. CRYER:               Okay.

19 MS. MATHYK-PINTO:        So we can just leave it.

20 MR. CRYER:               Okay.  So if we need to, I

21 will provide you with a list of exhibits, and we would

22 just refer to the -- all of the exhibits from the

23 previous hearing as Exhibit 11, and then all the

24 exhibits that we listed from 1 to 6, we would just tab

25 them as tab 1 to 6 --

26 MS. MATHYK-PINTO:        Okay.
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1 MR. CRYER:               -- in Exhibit 11.  At the

2 time, I thought that that would be easier.

3 MS. MATHYK-PINTO:        Sure.

4 MR. CRYER:               As for receiving the Pakistan

5 disclosure, that's unfortunate but, as you indicate,

6 not relevant if -- if the hearing goes as you suggest

7 that it might.

8      Okay.  Are we okay with Exhibit 11, then?

9 MS. MATHYK-PINTO:        True enough, yes.

10 MR. CRYER:               Okay.  What about 12?

11 MS. MATHYK-PINTO:        My objections to 12 is that,

12 as you're aware, we're dealing with a timeline that

13 ends, from the minister's point of view, as of the

14 decision, which is the 22nd of May 2008.

15      Now, I -- I think I understand where counsel is

16 trying to go by providing this information, because the

17 minister's argument is that Mr. xxxx was aware that he

18 was charged in the United States and did not disclose

19 that at his refugee hearing.  But if you go through

20 this documentation, aside from, perhaps, the second

21 paragraph on page 1, everything else postdates that

22 timeline.  So as far as the minister is concerned, it's

23 not relevant to the matter that we're dealing with

24 today.

25 MR. CRYER:               Okay.  Counsel, before I

26 receive your submissions on that, I was wondering about
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1 the relevancy of these documents.  They are provided

2 within the timeline, and so I would -- I would prefer

3 to accept them but leave it up to counsel to

4 demonstrate the relevancy of these documents at the

5 appropriate time.

6      Any comments on -- before I make my ruling on

7 that?

8 MR. SHARMA:              Yes, sir.  The documents we've

9 provided are in response to the minister's -- what will

10 come out as flawed disclosure.  You can't exclude them.

11 You would be putting evidentiary fetters on yourself

12 that are not found within the legislation.

13 MR. CRYER:               Okay.  So I'm not excluding

14 them.

15 MR. SHARMA:              Yes.  And so I'm giving my

16 submissions in response to minister's counsel.  So I

17 would agree.  I mean, if you -- if your ruling is we'll

18 accept these documents, then I won't make any further

19 submissions.  If you want anything further from me,

20 I'll -- I can refer to case law, et cetera.  But the

21 fact of the matter is, is that -- so I'll leave that

22 with you, sir.

23 MR. CRYER:               Okay.  So, minister's counsel,

24 I, too, wonder about the relevancy, and I don't know

25 the relevancy yet, and -- and that will be up to

26 counsel to explain.  Since these documents did come
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1 within the timeline, then --

2 MS. MATHYK-PINTO:        Sorry, sir.  Are you referring

3 that they're on time?  They're not late?  Is that what

4 you mean?

5 MR. CRYER:               Yes.

6 MS. MATHYK-PINTO:        Okay.

7 RULING (EVIDENCE)

8 MR. CRYER:               That the documents were

9 received within the specific --

10 MS. MATHYK-PINTO:        Absolutely.

11 MR. CRYER:               -- or specified rules.

12      So in a sense, counsel could submit whatever

13 counsel wants to, but during the hearing, it's up to

14 counsel to make them relevant or to show the relevancy.

15 It's similar to when you receive a thousand pages of

16 country tradition documents (phonetic).  I don't accept

17 the -- I accept the package, but I don't accept that

18 all of them are relevant --

19 MS. MATHYK-PINTO:        Okay.

20 MR. SHARMA:              Not a bad practice.

21 MR. CRYER:               -- until counsel determines

22 that -- or makes the case that they're relevant.

23      So let's just accept them as Exhibit 12, and then,

24 counsel, it will be up to you to demonstrate the

25 relevancy of these in terms of today's hearing.

26      Any objections to that?  We're fine if that's a
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1 final ruling?

2 MS. MATHYK-PINTO:        Yes.  Thank you.

3 MR. CRYER:               Okay.  So Exhibits 1 to 12 are

4 accepted.  Any other comments regarding that?

5 MS. MATHYK-PINTO:        Not from the minister, sir.

6 MR. CRYER:               Sir, it's the minister's

7 position or application that at your last refugee

8 hearing that you withheld information at that -- at

9 that hearing.

10 MR. SHARMA:              Sorry, sir.  Sorry to

11 interrupt.

12 MR. CRYER:               Yeah.

13 MR. SHARMA:              I have a preliminary question

14 that might be better for me to raise at this time

15 rather than later.

16 MR. CRYER:               Yeah.

17 MR. SHARMA:              The minister refers -- there's

18 a couple of issues.  The grounds for the application,

19 the minister indicates that the respondent is a

20 national of Kenya.  I imagine that that's a

21 typographical error.  That's at page 1 of their primary

22 exhibit, sir.

23 MR. CRYER:               Okay.  I -- I noted that, as

24 well.  There was an incident referring to Kenya, but

25 the claimant's a national of Somalia; is that correct?

26 MS. MATHYK-PINTO:        Yes.  I believe that's a typo,
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1 sir.

2 MR. SHARMA:              The other issue that I have,

3 sir -- and -- and, again, this is something that I

4 would like to raise, because it's very, very relevant

5 to your analysis -- is that the minister refers to its

6 exhibit -- Exhibit 4, page 18 to 22 -- of their package

7 as "a felony complaint from the district court county

8 in Washington, Minnesota".  I've been unable to

9 discern -- the document itself does not indicate that

10 it is, in fact, a felony complaint.  It just says that

11 it's a felony complaint, and, of course, the analysis

12 of whether this is a felony charge versus a

13 misdemeanour or -- and, of course, equivalent to a

14 hybrid offence in Canada, is very, very important, as I

15 am about to -- I will demonstrate by reference to the

16 case law.

17      So -- and I reviewed this five times yesterday.

18 If -- and so I would object to the minister calling it

19 a "felony complaint" when the document itself does not

20 refer to it itself as a "felony complaint".  And, of

21 course, that is extremely relevant to my client, and,

22 of course, very prejudicial to my client if you accept

23 it as the minister refers to it.

24 MR. CRYER:               Okay.  And you're referring to

25 Exhibit 4?  No, or --

26 MR. SHARMA:              Pages 18 to 22, sir.
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1 MR. CRYER:               Okay.  So that's the

2 complaint, and --

3 MR. SHARMA:              That's the complaint.  The

4 minister refers to it as a "felony complaint".  I've

5 gone through this line by line --

6 MR. CRYER:               And Exhibit 1 is ...

7 MR. SHARMA:              Is the minister's

8 documentation, sir.

9 MR. CRYER:               Yeah.

10 MS. MATHYK-PINTO:        I can respond, sir?

11 MR. CRYER:               Yeah.

12 MS. MATHYK-PINTO:        At page 18, underneath the

13 word "complaint" is the word "felony".

14 MR. SHARMA:              Sorry, I -- where?

15 MS. MATHYK-PINTO:        At the top where it says

16 "complaint" in big letters, there's "felony" in smaller

17 letters in the sort of middle of the page.

18 MR. SHARMA:              Okay.

19 MR. CRYER:               Okay.  Anything else for that?

20 MR. SHARMA:              No, that's it.

21 MR. CRYER:               Okay.  Any other preliminary

22 matters?

23 MR. SHARMA:              No, that's it, sir.

24 MR. CRYER:               Okay.  So it's in the

25 minister's application that you withheld information

26 that might have made a difference at your previous
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1 refugee hearing, and so there's an application to

2 vacate that -- your -- your status, and to revoke your

3 status as a refugee claimant.  I'm confident that

4 counsel has already gone through -- your counsel has

5 already gone through this with you.  The minister will

6 lay out their application in this hearing.

7      Counsel, is the claimant going to testify during

8 the hearing, or are you just going to be making

9 submissions?

10 MR. SHARMA:              No, sir.  The claimant is not

11 going to testify -- or Mr. xxxx is not going to

12 testify.

13 MR. CRYER:               Yeah, okay.

14 MR. SHARMA:              It's the minister's

15 application.

16 MR. CRYER:               Yeah, okay.  So I'm just

17 asking in advance.

18 MR. SHARMA:              And, also, sir, just so we're

19 clear, not "might" have made a difference in the

20 refugee hearing; "would" have made a difference in the

21 refugee hearing.

22 MR. CRYER:               Yeah, and I -- I know that

23 distinction.  I was just couching my own words at the

24 beginning of the hearing.

25 MR. SHARMA:              Thank you, sir.

26 MR. CRYER:               Okay.  So the procedure will
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1 be minister's counsel will lay out their case, your

2 counsel will respond to that, and if there's anything

3 else, the minister's counsel will respond to that.

4      Anytime you're ready.

5 SUBMISSIONS BY MS. MATHYK-PINTO

6 MS. MATHYK-PINTO:        Okay.  Thank you, sir.

7      I'm not going to repeat everything that's in the

8 application.  Obviously it's before you, and we've

9 provided the evidence which we believe supports the

10 contents of that application itself.  What I will do is

11 just go through some of the evidence and point out the

12 major areas that we think are relevant, and since we

13 are accepting counsel's disclosure into an exhibit, I

14 will make some minor reference to that.

15      Essentially what you have before you is the task

16 of assessing what was before -- what was placed before

17 the original refugee panel and what should have been

18 placed before it in order for them to make a decision.

19      The timeline that we're looking at, Mr. xxxx

20 apparently arrived in Canada in December of 2006; he

21 made his refugee application on the 26th of January

22 2007; his personal information form was signed on the

23 1st of February 2007; the hearing was held on the 6th

24 of May of the following year, 2008; and the final

25 decision was made in writing on the 22nd of May 2008.

26 So what -- what happened in between that timeline?
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1 What was Mr. xxxx aware of?  What wasn't he aware of?

2      The minister's position is, of course, that

3 Mr. xxxx was well aware that he had been charged in

4 the United States prior to his hearing being conducted.

5 As indicated in the application, there is, you know,

6 it's -- the evidence is stepped through as far as what

7 was specifically put on the personal information form.

8 That's found at the first page of the application

9 itself.  And, again, I'm not going to repeat all the

10 questions -- the questions, generally, about whether he

11 had been arrested or charged in general.

12      And then there's some information at the top of

13 the following page about what specifically was told to

14 the RPD panel.  He was asked on the record, more than

15 once apparently, about charges in any other country, to

16 which he repeatedly responded, No.

17      There's reference to some immigration charges, but

18 he clarifies that that's it.  It was just an

19 immigration matter and no criminal charges.

20      So I know Mr. xxxx comes before you today and

21 through his counsel will then -- will try and tell you

22 that he didn't know.  You know, he's tried to tell us

23 that.  He didn't know that he was charged in the United

24 States at the time of his hearing; he only discovered

25 that information at a later date.  At page 18, we have

26 the felony complaint before you.  That was -- it
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1 appears to have been filed on the 14th of March 2007.

2 That date can be found sort of at the top of that page

3 towards the right.

4      Now, this was after Mr. xxxx was in Canada.

5 We -- we can see that.  It was provided to an address

6 in Oakdale, Minnesota, and attached to this document is

7 also a warrant which was apparently signed on the 14th

8 of March 2007.

9      Mr. xxxx has been interviewed by CBSA officials

10 subsequent to his refugee hearing, and that information

11 is placed before you starting at page 24.

12      Now, the assessment that you have to make today

13 is, as I've already indicated, what Mr. xxxx knew, and

14 he starts to tell us -- back in December of 2009, to

15 the officer that interviewed him, he's trying to tell

16 that officer that he wasn't aware of the charges.

17      There's a bit of a credibility assessment involved

18 here, as well.  He starts off by indicating that, you

19 know, he doesn't know about the charges, and the

20 officer goes into more and more detail.

21      Relevant for our purposes at page 26, about the

22 middle of the page, one of the questions is: (as read)

23      Did the police contact you by phone after the

24      second incident?

25 And the answer is: (as read)

26      A long time later, but I was already in
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1      Canada.

2 Two questions down: (as read)

3      When did the police contact you?  Five months

4      after being in Canada.

5 So we know that Mr. xxxx came in December of 2006.  So

6 five months places him approximately in April of 2007,

7 maybe May, clearly before the refugee hearing took

8 place in May of the following year.  He also talks

9 about calling an officer in 2007.  Further down the

10 page: (as read)

11      You -- when did you know you were charged

12      with a criminal offence?

13 The answer is: (as read)

14      My lawyer told me that -- my lawyer told me

15      they could not charge me if I was in Canada.

16      You were charged with offences; you were

17      aware of that?  They came to my house looking

18      for me, but I was already in Canada.  My wife

19      was home.

20 So Mr. xxxx is in Canada when the police came to his

21 home in the United States.  His wife was there.

22 There's no indication of, I didn't get the document,

23 they couldn't find me, nobody notified me.  His wife

24 was in his home.  The -- the officer goes on to ask:

25 (as read)

26      How often do you see your wife?  Does your
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1      wife come to Canada?  Yes, every three to

2      four months.

3 That's at the top of page 27.  Finally, the third

4 question on that page: (as read)

5      If you talked to the FBI, you must have known

6      the police were looking for you.

7 The answer is: (as read)

8      They said I was like a fugitive.

9 When was that?  In 2007.  What does "a fugitive" mean

10 to you?  As far as the minister is concerned, Mr. xxxx

11 was well aware that he was wanted in the United States.

12 "A fugitive" means being wanted.  He had his wife back

13 in the United States.  They had obviously approached

14 her at her home.  This was in 2007.  It doesn't even

15 matter what point in 2007.  It was clearly before the

16 hearing that was conducted in May of 2008.

17      Further to the -- I don't know if you want to

18 specifically call it a "credibility assessment", but as

19 far as Mr. xxxx approach, his -- I guess his

20 approach to the interview itself, that first page of

21 the interview that starts at page 24, there's some

22 preliminary questions by the officer.  The second

23 paragraph starts with: (as read)

24      Have you -- [and there's three questions that

25      follow] -- (a) Ever committed a crime or an

26      offence in Canada or another country?  No.
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1 That's -- that's true enough for Mr. xxxx at the time.

2 (As read)

3      (b) Ever been charged with a crime or an

4      offence in Canada or another country?

5 The answer is "no".  This interview occurred in

6 December of 2009.  If we look at counsel's disclosure,

7 we're already being told that he retained counsel in

8 June of 2010.  Prior to that -- that was the second

9 counsel that he actually -- actually retained.  This

10 counsel also indicates at page 1 -- for some reason it

11 says 63 on it.  Page 1 of counsel's disclosure, they

12 also indicate: (as read)

13      Mr. xxxx did not learn of the charges until

14      after he had left the United States.

15 Mr. xxxx also was -- was dealing with issues between

16 Canada and the United States about, you know, being in

17 jail, dealing -- trying to go back and forth and

18 dealing with these -- with these matters.  The point is

19 that the evidence that you have before you, as far as

20 the minister is concerned, does indicate that Mr. xxxx

21 was -- was well aware of the outstanding charges before

22 him.  At the time, he was asked repeatedly, both in the

23 official documentation, his personal information form,

24 and at the hearing on the record about those charges,

25 and he repeatedly denied those.

26      It is the minister's application and evidence
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1 before you that he specifically withheld that

2 information.  It was a material fact, and if that had

3 been known to the original panel, a different decision

4 would have been made.  Essentially, the minister is

5 arguing that, had that information been before the

6 original panel, he would have been -- he would have

7 been found to be excluded under Section 1F B, and,

8 therefore, the second part of the test would not have

9 to be determined.

10      As far as the criminality itself, we've got the

11 statute, the American statutes, and the equivalent in

12 the Canadian.  I think it starts at page 29.  It's the

13 American information.  Given the information that's

14 before you, the minister relies on the -- that vacate

15 application and submits that the application should be

16 allowed.

17      Those are all my submissions at this time.  Thank

18 you.

19 MR. CRYER:               Counsel.

20 SUBMISSIONS BY MR. SHARMA

21 MR. SHARMA:              Thank you, sir.  I apologize

22 in advance.  I'm still battling a cold, so my voice is

23 going to be a little bit affected.

24      Before a party approaches a Court or tribunal or

25 other adjudicative decision-maker, it needs to ask for

26 something that the Court or tribunal can actually
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1 provide.  That's called "subject matter jurisdiction".

2 In this case, sir, I can see that you have jurisdiction

3 over the subject matter in question; however, it

4 doesn't really matter, because at the end of the day,

5 your decision-making is constrained, and the result is

6 going to be inevitably the dismissal of the minister's

7 application.  Bear with me, sir.

8      The basis for the minister's application is that

9 Mr. xxxx failed to disclose that he was charged in

10 February 2007 in absentia of two counts of criminal

11 sexual conduct, two counts of criminal abuse, and two

12 counts of criminal sexual conduct in the fifth degree.

13 March of 2007, a warrant, again, in Mr. -- in absentia

14 was issued for Mr. xxxxs arrest.

15      The minister has to show that there was a

16 misrepresentation.  What they've provided you is

17 double-hearsay and stale evidence.  I'll go through

18 their evidence.

19      And -- and bear in mind, this is actually not the

20 crux of my argument.  I don't actually need to show

21 whether there's a misrepresentation or not a

22 misrepresentation.  It doesn't matter.  At the end of

23 the day, you will still dismiss this application

24 because what Mr. xxxx is accused of doing does not

25 amount to a serious crime.

26      If we look at the evidence, we have a complaint.
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1 That's at page 18 to 22.  That complaint is based on

2 Investigator Zerwas's reports.  You don't actually have

3 Inspector Zerwas's reports.  We don't have -- the

4 complaint refers to a hospital investigation.  We don't

5 have the hospital investigation.  We have a declaration

6 by an officer in Canada, a CBSA officer named Cobb.

7 That starts at page 24 of the minister's report.  The

8 minister has not made Cobb available.  It contains

9 triple-hearsay.  Let's look at this: (as read)

10      Cobb contacted the FBI in Minnesota to speak

11      with Patterson.  He spoke with Patterson, who

12      advised he didn't have any dealings with

13      xxxx.  Agent Patterson then called me back

14      to say that he spoke to Otterson, who did

15      speak with xxxx.

16 Okay.  So let me get this straight.  Otterson spoke to

17 Patterson who spoke to Cobb who provided us with the

18 stat dec.  That's triple-hearsay.  You'll have to

19 assess the weight of that, and you'll have to assess it

20 in light of Wigmore.

21      If you look at the principles of law and adverse

22 inference, they're well established.  The leading

23 statement is found in Wigmore evidence and trial at

24 common law: (as read)

25      The failure to bring before the tribunal some

26      circumstance, documents, or witness when
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1      either the party himself or his opponent

2      claims that the facts would thereby be

3      elucidated.  It serves to indicate as the

4      most natural inference that the party fears

5      to do so, and this fear is some evidence that

6      the circumstance or document or witness, if

7      brought, would have exposed facts

8      unfavourable to the party.

9 So the evidence that you have before you is this

10 triple-hearsay and the statement from Cobb containing

11 triple-hearsay.

12      It's the minister's application.  The minister has

13 to bring forth Cobb, and could easily have done so.

14 Cobb works as a CBSA officer.  They provided a

15 statutory declaration to a tribunal.  It's only natural

16 that they should have provided Cobb as a witness.  It's

17 stale dated.

18      Look at this.  Why -- why do we provide our

19 evidence, sir?  We provided this evidence because the

20 evidence of the minister is stale dated.  The last

21 paragraph of Cobb's document: (as read)

22      At 1515 hours, I spoke with John Crystic

23      (phonetic), the prosecutor from Washington

24      County Attorney's office.  Crystic advised

25      that xxxx has never been in contact with his

26      office or law enforcement in their country.
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1      He advised that in 2007 an attorney contacted

2      him and advised that xxxx was in Canada.

3      The attorney advised that xxxx was planning

4      on coming back to face the charges but has

5      never done so.  He has not heard from xxxx

6      or his attorney since 2007.

7 If you were to accept simply that document, it doesn't

8 expose the mitigating circumstances that are actually

9 before you.  The evidence that we have provided to you

10 in our documents -- cover letter dated April 11th and

11 apparently received by our office on April 15th -- is

12 that there's a letter from the US counsel, there's a

13 motion to dismiss, there's proof of incarceration when

14 Mr. xxxx voluntarily surrendered himself to US

15 authorities, there's his efforts to enter the US.

16      So if you were to accept just Cobb's statement,

17 it's prejudicial on its face.  You have what appears to

18 be an individual who is -- who is on the run.  Cobb's

19 own stat dec indicates that: (as read)

20      When did you know that you were charged?

21      [Answer:]  Just now.  You just told me.

22 That's at page 26.  The minister can't suck and blow at

23 the same time.  They can't say that, Here's Cobb's

24 document and here's the credibility assessment and

25 here's what xxxx said.  Well, xxxx said, You just

26 told me, December 2009.
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1      Remember one thing:  A charge is a term of art.

2 It's a legal term of art.  Mr. xxxx, there was an

3 investigation, and he was questioned by police in 2006

4 in relation to a complaint made at his workplace.  He

5 cooperated with the police at that time.  There's no

6 direct evidence before you indicating that he was aware

7 of criminal charges against him.  It doesn't preclude

8 the possibility that Mr. xxxx was being sought for

9 further questioning in relation to the complaint in

10 2006.  There's no evidence.

11      And, again, this is not my application.  If it was

12 my application, I would have provided my witness to

13 corroborate the statutory declaration, which is now

14 over three years old.

15      So that is apparently the misrepresentation.  What

16 we know -- what we know is an individual that, once he

17 became aware of the criminal charges, that term of art

18 in December of 2009, he immediately retained legal

19 counsel in 2010.

20      And that's why it's relevant that you look at the

21 letter from Coolidge & Associates dated May 9th, 2011.

22 Again, Mr. Coolidge indicates: (as read)

23      It's alleged that these instances occurred in

24      November 2006.  At that time, Mr. xxxx

25      cooperated with the investigation.

26 Mr. xxxx did not learn of the charges until after he
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1 left the US.  Coolidge & Associates were retained by

2 Mr. xxxx in June of 2010.  Coolidge & Associates

3 started a dialogue with the Washington County Attorney.

4 This is why this is important.  This letter is

5 admissible and relevant because Cobb's stat dec says

6 that there was no dialogue.

7      Mr. xxxx voluntarily surrendered himself, posted

8 bail for $10,000.  Mr. xxxx, through counsel, has made

9 repeated requests to the Washington County Attorney to

10 assist in bringing Mr. xxxx back to Minnesota for

11 court.  They have refused to assist Mr. xxxx.

12 Additionally, they have refused to take the necessary

13 legal steps to extradite Mr. xxxx.

14      After December 2009, Mr. xxxx was advised that

15 there was a Section 44 report prepared against him

16 under (INAUDIBLE), that he was inadmissible for a

17 misrepresentation, but no one landed.  That's why he

18 brought an application for mandamus twice to the

19 Federal Court.  That's why the memorandum of argument

20 which contains the facts before the Federal Court --

21 filed before the Federal Court, that's why that's

22 relevant.

23      The facts disclose an individual that has operated

24 in good faith.  As soon as he learned from Cobb in

25 December of 2009 that he had charges in the US, he

26 obtained legal counsel both in the US and in Canada,
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1 and he has disclosed.

2      CIC has all the relevant information.  It's

3 interesting that CIC withdrew the Section 44 report

4 alleging the admissibility after we filed the mandamus

5 application.  Why did they withdraw the Section 44

6 report alleging inadmissibility based on

7 misrepresentation?  Interesting.  I don't know.

8 Probably because a vacate hearing has a lower standard

9 of proof.  I don't know.  I'm speculating, so take that

10 for what it is.

11      These are not the actions of a fugitive.

12 Surrendering himself to the authorities in a foreign

13 country where he has no status, posting $10,000 bond,

14 and going -- you know, being incarcerated in order to

15 answer the charges, these are not the actions of a

16 guilty individual.  They're not the actions of anyone

17 other than someone that wants to come forth, have his

18 day in court.  I've read -- I've heard the CD

19 transcript of the original hearing.  So I'm just going

20 to call Mr. xxxx to be a credible witness.

21      The minister's attempting to impugn my client's

22 credibility on a statutory declaration from Mr. Cobb

23 from December 2009 when they have not made Mr. Cobb

24 available for cross-examination.

25      I don't know.  I don't see a misrepresentation,

26 but my case -- luckily for Mr. xxxx, my case
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1 doesn't -- or Mr. xxxx's defence, so to speak, does

2 not rest on the misrepresentation.  Whether or not

3 there was a misrepresentation is irrelevant.  You will

4 still dismiss the minister's application for vacate,

5 because Mr. xxxx has not committed a serious crime, in

6 any event.

7      We agree with the minister's citation of Wahab by

8 the Federal Court.  Under Section 109.1: (as read)

9      To determine if the original decision was

10      made as a result of directly or indirectly

11      misrepresenting or withholding material facts

12      relating to a relevant matter, the RPD must

13      consider all the new evidence put forward by

14      the minister.

15 In the present case, the minister submits that

16 Mr. xxxx, if he had disclosed his outstanding charges

17 of which he did not know and the warrant which was

18 issued in absentia, would have been excluded on the

19 basis that there would have been reasonable grounds to

20 believe that he had committed a serious non-political

21 crime.  Mr. xxxx could not be excluded under this

22 provision, and thus you have to move to the second step

23 of the analysis, determining that if the old evidence

24 which was relied on to confirm protection remains

25 untainted by this new evidence.

26      I'm going to go through the principles of a 1F(b)
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1 analysis, sir.  I'm relying on a publication done by

2 Lorne Waldman, and he has citations to case law.  I can

3 make that available to you at the end of my submissions

4 should you require it.

5      Principle 1: The minister must establish on

6 serious -- on serious grounds to believe --

7 It's the threshold that Mr. xxxx committed a serious

8 crime.  So "serious grounds" is also known as

9 "reasonable grounds" to believe that Mr. xxxx

10 committed a serious non-political crime.

11      (As read):

12      Reasonable grounds exist where there is

13      objective basis for the belief which is based

14      on compelling and credible information.

15 That's Mugesera at the Supreme Court of Canada.

16      The minister's evidence falls short.  Again, to

17 reiterate, what we have is this complaint which is

18 based on Investigator Zerwas's reports.  We won't have

19 Investigator Zerwas's reports.  We just have this

20 complaint.  We don't have victim impact statements, we

21 don't have witness statements, we don't have the

22 hospital investigation reports.  We know that there was

23 a hospital investigation that did take place.  I've

24 talked about the Cobb triple-hearsay.

25      I know you don't need formal proof of prosecution,

26 but bear in mind, these are charges.  None of the
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1 allegations made by the complainant has been tested in

2 cross-examination or in a court of law.

3      The burden -- we can call this "principle 2".  It

4 might be related to principle 1.  The burden of

5 demonstrating that Mr. xxxx falls within the exclusion

6 clause falls on the minister.

7      So in Mugesera, there's the principles, the

8 following of which are applicable to the present case:

9 (as read)

10      Number 1, if the minister adduces evidence of

11      a warrant and an indictment issued by a

12      foreign state with a properly functioning

13      judicial system, then this may constitute

14      sufficient evidence to meet the reasonable

15      grounds threshold.

16           2, our -- once the claimant challenged

17      the veracity of the complaint of the warrant

18      through direct testimony or other evidence,

19      then the tribunal must weigh and assess the

20      evidence before making a determination.

21           Principle 3:  The panel must make

22      specific and explicit findings as to specific

23      crimes that are the basis of the exclusion.

24           Principle 4:  The offence must have been

25      committed outside the country of refuge.

26 This is very important, sir.  It is our submission that
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1 the US constitutes a country of refuge.  The case law

2 confirms that: (as read)

3      A country of refuge is the first state in

4      which the individual is safe from those who

5      would persecute him.  A person is a refugee

6      from the time he leaves his country of origin

7      based on persecution; therefore, a country of

8      refuge is not limited to the state which

9      recognizes the individual's refugee status.

10 I'll provide you the reference and the citation, but

11 based on -- in our -- our submissions are, is that the

12 United States was a country of refuge for Mr. xxxx.

13 Accordingly, the attempt to impose the exclusion clause

14 on him must fail as it is being imposed for an offence

15 that was committed in a country of refuge.

16      (As read)

17      Principle 5: It must be a serious

18      non-political crime.

19 I have a number of a Federal Court cases, sir, which

20 are directly on point, and all of those cases have

21 dismissed offences of this nature relating to Section

22 271 of the Canadian Criminal Code -- have dismissed all

23 of those as being not serious non-political crimes.

24      The UNHCR guidelines that provide factors to be

25 considered when assessing the seriousness of an

26 offence.  It concerns the nature of the act, the actual
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1 harm inflicted, and very importantly, sir, the form of

2 procedure used to prosecute the crime, nature of the

3 penalty for the crime, and whether most jurisdictions

4 would consider the act in question a serious crime.

5      What we know from the UNHCR guidelines is that

6 murder, rape, arson, armed robbery, are serious crimes.

7 Other offences may be deemed serious if accompanied by

8 the use of deadly weapons, involve serious injury to

9 persons, or there is evidence of serious habitual

10 criminal conduct and other similar factors.

11      Jayasekara, sir, that provides some guidance on

12 what is serious:  Number 1, whether or not the person

13 has completed the sentence; number 2, the potential

14 sentence for a crime in Canada; 3, the sentence; 4, the

15 harm to society; 5, use of a weapon; 6, whether or not

16 the crime involved violence; 7, whether state proceeded

17 by summary conviction or indictment; 8, mitigating

18 circumstances, including cooperation with authorities;

19 9, whether there was organized crime involved.

20      Applying the above principles to the present case,

21 we can see that Mr. xxxx would not have been excluded.

22      Let's go back to principle 4.  Article 1F(b): (as

23 read)

24      Exclusion from refugee status based on a

25      commission of a serious non-political crime

26      outside the country of refuge.
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1 Grahl-Madsen interprets "country of refuge" to mean:

2 (as read)

3      We interpret the term "country of refuge" so

4      as to comprise not only the country where a

5      refugee actually applies for recognition, but

6      any country where article 31 sub 1 could be

7      invoked, including the country where he first

8      set foot after having escaped his

9      persecutors.

10           Should he commit some crime while in

11      transit through this or any intermediate

12      country before he reaches his "destination",

13      the authorities of the transit country may,

14      in appropriate cases, request his

15      extradition, that it will not affect his

16      refugee status.

17 MR. CRYER:               Every -- every exclusion

18 hearing I've ever heard from 1F(b) involves crimes

19 committed outside of Canada.

20 MR. SHARMA:              Yes.

21 MR. CRYER:               And outside of that person's

22 home country.  So I -- it's --

23 MR. SHARMA:              It's an interesting --

24 MR. CRYER:               I don't know how this is going

25 to apply, because this is applied to every single

26 exclusion hearing.  So I don't know the point that
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1 you're making.  Otherwise we wouldn't have exclusion

2 1F(b).

3 MR. SHARMA:              Not necessarily, sir, but I

4 will leave the actual -- what I'm relying on, I will

5 leave that with you.  But, again, I don't -- I have

6 a -- I have a number of arguments.  This is one of

7 them.  So you can accept it.  It's an interesting

8 argument; it's a novel argument.  I like novel

9 arguments, and so it's there.  As you can see, it's an

10 interesting one.  I don't -- I don't disagree with you

11 that -- but I think that, if you were to refer to the

12 context, in this case, Mr. xxxx did, in fact, make an

13 application for refugee status in the US, as well, on

14 the same grounds that he made a refugee claim in

15 Canada.  But, in any event, I'll leave that with you,

16 with the -- with the Waldman text.

17      In the alternative, sir, we submit the offence

18 that the applicant has been accused of cannot be

19 considered serious as per principle 5.  You've got to

20 look at, for example, the harm inflicted, sir.  This is

21 part of the analysis under what is a serious crime or

22 not.

23      What is the harm inflicted?  The minister has not

24 provided witness statements, harm impact statements, or

25 victim impact statement, or any other documents

26 advising as to the harm inflicted in this case.
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1 There's no evidence that there's any physical injuries

2 or issues as a result of the alleged offences.  We can

3 infer, but we cannot quantify.  There's no evidence of

4 injuries or psychological hardship.  It's the

5 minister's case.

6      Formal procedure to prosecute crime.  This is

7 going to be very interesting, sir.  The complaint

8 itself, I acknowledge that it says in very small

9 different-type font "felony", and below that is a

10 larger text that indicates "complaint".  But the

11 complaint that we have and the allegations of criminal

12 sexual conduct in fourth and fifth degrees, it appears

13 to be equivalent to Section 271 of the Canadian

14 Criminal Code, and there's two ways of prosecuting this

15 crime.

16      One is by way of summary.  There's no use of a

17 weapon, no use of violence, there's mitigating

18 circumstances, there's cooperation -- clear evidence of

19 cooperation with authorities.  Once he became aware of

20 the charge, he retained US counsel, he surrendered

21 himself in the US, he's paid a bond of $10,000, he's

22 attempted to return on more than one occasion to

23 address the charges.  His actions are not those of a

24 guilty individual.  His efforts indicate cooperation

25 and honourable conduct.  This is a factor in favour of

26 not being considered a serious crime.
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1      There's no allegations of any organized criminal

2 activity or organized crime.

3      The allegation is that he squeezed and massaged

4 the breasts of two women without their consent while he

5 treated them for respiratory issues.  Even if this is

6 true, sir -- and, again, none of these allegations have

7 been tested by cross-examination or found to be true by

8 a Court.  If it's true, it's reprehensible, but it

9 doesn't give -- doesn't rise to the seriousness of

10 rape, murder, arson, drug trafficking, et cetera, et

11 cetera.  It's not enough to send someone back to

12 persecution, torture, or possible death.

13      Let's look more at principle 5, sir, and I'm going

14 to rely largely on Lopez Velasco.  I have a copy of the

15 case for you.

16 MR. CRYER:               Do you need a copy?

17 MS. MATHYK-PINTO:        No.  Thank you.

18 MR. SHARMA:              Lopez Velasco was a very

19 interesting case, and, in fact, it was followed by a

20 number of other cases, all of which are on point.

21       Lopez Velasco.  He was found to be a refugee in

22 1994, but he withheld material facts, that being his

23 conviction in 1992 of four offences under Section 647.6

24 of the California Penal Code of "annoying or molesting

25 children".  The RPD found that the respondent did not

26 obtain his positive refugee determination as a result
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1 of directly or indirectly misrepresenting or

2 withholding material facts.

3      In particular, the RPD found -- this was at the

4 vacate -- that had the same evidence regarding the

5 respondent's conviction been known in 1994, the

6 respondent would not have been excluded under 1F(b).

7      The minister went to the Federal Court and said,

8 Hey, the RPD erred in its analysis of what constitutes

9 a serious crime.  Justice Mandamin of the Federal Court

10 disagreed with the minister and said, No, the RPD

11 didn't err in its decision.

12      So the facts are this, and the facts are actually

13 more egregious than -- than what we have here: (as

14 read)

15      In April of 1992, Mr. Lopez Velasco was 25

16      years old and was charged with four counts of

17      the felony of committing a lewd act upon a

18      child in violation of Section 288(a) of the

19      California Penal Code.  He pled not guilty.

20      At trial, the district attorney reduced the

21      charges to a misdemeanour offence of annoying

22      or molesting children under Section 647.6.

23      Mr. Lopez Velasco pleaded nolo contendere.

24      He was given a conditional sentence of 36

25      months and required to serve 180 days in

26      prison.  He came to Canada in 1992.
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1 I'm looking at paragraphs 7 and 8, sir.  (As read)

2      He indicated "no" to the questions of whether

3      he had been convicted of any crime or offence

4      in any country.  In his PIF, he again

5      indicated he had never been convicted or --

6      or charged with a crime in any country.

7 If you look at the analysis of Justice Mandamin, sir,

8 he looks at the RPD vacate decision.  The RPD found

9 that the respondent had been convicted and sentenced

10 with annoying or molesting children.  Found was a

11 misrepresentation.  That's at paragraph 18.

12      The RPD listed the factors in Jayasekara, being

13 the elements of the crime, the mode of prosecution, the

14 penalty prescribed, the facts, and the mitigating and

15 aggravating circumstances underlying the convictions.

16 That's paragraph 20.  22: (as read)

17      The RPD observed that the district attorney

18      had chosen to reduce the original felony

19      charge to misdemeanours, noted equivalent

20      conduct in Canada at the time was a hybrid

21      offence [just like Section 271 is here] with

22      a maximum sentence of ten years.  [Just by --

23      just what is prescribed by Section 271 here].

24           Finding that parliament drew a

25      significant difference between indictable and

26      summary offences as measured by potential
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1      penalties, the RPD concluded that a summary

2      conviction of Section 151 was not a serious

3      crime for the purposes of determining its

4      exclusion under article 1F(b).

5           I conclude -- [the RPD wrote:] I

6      conclude that there is a clear direction from

7      parliament that there is a range of

8      culpability, and that some sexually motivated

9      crimes against children are not legally

10      "serious" when making a determination

11      regarding exclusion, even if my personal view

12      might be that all such attacks deserve

13      condemnation.  It is for parliament and not

14      the RPD to distinguish among the range of

15      such crimes.

16 Paragraph 36, we've got to go through the Jayasekara

17 factors.  You've got to go through the Jayasekara

18 factors:  The elements of the crime, mode of

19 prosecution, penalty prescribed, facts, and the

20 mitigating and aggravating circumstances.

21      You must consider -- as per Justice Mandamin and

22 Lopez Velasco, you must consider the hybrid character

23 of the equivalent Canadian offence.  The minister might

24 argue in Lopez Velasco -- might argue today that the

25 hybrid nature of the crime is irrelevant.  That is

26 improper law.  That is incorrect law.
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1      Paragraph 48: (as read)

2      In my view, the RPD properly limited its

3      examination to assessing the Canadian

4      perspective on the seriousness of offences.

5 You don't need -- and this is important.  You don't

6 need to find whether we would prosecute by way of

7 summary conviction.  Justice Mandamin states: (as read)

8      I find the RPD did not decide that the

9      respondent's crime would be prosecuted by way

10      of summary conviction in Canada, but rather

11      than Section 151 of the Code indicated that

12      the relevant Canadian perspective on the

13      seriousness of the offence in question

14      included a range from serious to less

15      serious.

16 That's Lopez Velasco.

17      I just got this case this morning, so I'll give

18 you the citation of it, sir.  It's Canada v. Ammar,

19 A-M-M-A-R.  The citation is 2011 FC 1094.  This case is

20 actually even more square on all corners to the present

21 matter.  Again, RPD -- minister attempted to vacate

22 Mr. Ammar's refugee claim.

23      Mr. Ammar was charged with sexual -- with a sexual

24 conduct charge against him, and the minister said that

25 that constituted a serious non-political crime

26 committed before his arrival on Canadian soil.  The
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1 federal board dismissed that application for judicial

2 review.

3      Ammar made a refugee claim in April 2007 in

4 Canada.  Before that, he was in the US.  In November of

5 2006, the Michigan authorities laid sexual conduct

6 charges against him.  Here's the facts, sir: (as read)

7      At a gas station at night, Mr. Ammar waited

8      for Ms. Klahn, a dancer at the Odyssey Show

9      Girls Lounge, to leave the bar.  He followed

10      her to a convenience store.  In a room at the

11      back of the store, the respondent tried to

12      force Ms. Klahn to fellate him.  He took hold

13      of her with both hands then grabbed one of

14      her breasts and her buttocks.  He forced her

15      to kneel in front of him, and with his hands,

16      he repeatedly brought his victim's head

17      towards his crotch.  He then removed one hand

18      and pretended to open his zipper.  Finally,

19      he seized the back of Ms. Klahn's pants,

20      grabbing her buttocks as if he were trying to

21      take her from below and penetrate her with

22      his fingers.  Throughout the attack, the

23      victim refused to consent.  She managed to

24      escape, went to a friend's house, and filed a

25      complaint with the police.

26 These facts are more egregious than the facts before
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1 you today, sir.  (As read)

2      On December 11th, 2006, the respondent was

3      charged with criminal sexual conduct in the

4      fourth degree under the Michigan Penal Code.

5      At the conclusion of the preliminary inquiry,

6      the judge committed the respondent to trial.

7      The hearing was scheduled for May 11th and

8      30th, 2007.  In the meantime, Mr. Ammar

9      sought refugee protection in Canada.  Since

10      he wasn't present on the date of the his

11      trial, a warrant was issued for his arrest.

12           The minister intervened in the refugee

13      protection claim.  The minister took the

14      position that sexual assault committed in the

15      US was a serious non-political crime

16      committed before the respondent arrived in

17      Canada.  The RPD found that the sexual

18      assault committed by the respondent was not a

19      serious crime under article 1F(b) and

20      dismissed the minister's arguments.

21 In dismissing the judicial review application and

22 upholding the RPD decision, the Federal Court

23 determined, did the board correctly apply the

24 principles laid down in Jayasekara?  And here, the RPD,

25 again, looks at this more egregious sexual assault in

26 Michigan and looks at the same provision in Canada,
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1 Section 271, that is before us today, sir.

2      When I look at the elements of the crime -- this

3 is the RPD which was found to be defensible by the

4 Federal Court.  When I look at the elements of the

5 crime, even in light of the victim's statement -- we

6 don't have a victim statement here, but in that case,

7 there was a victim's statement -- yes, the claimant

8 demonstrated the behaviour of a sex offender.  His

9 actions could undoubtedly fall within the definition of

10 Section 271 of the Canadian Criminal Code.

11      I am not ready to conclude that it is a serious

12 crime for the following reasons: (as read)

13      To be considered sexual assault in Canada, it

14      is sufficient that there be touching, the

15      contact must be sexual in nature, and there

16      must be lack of consent from the victim.  The

17      fact remains that in Canada it can be

18      prosecuted as an indictable offence or as a

19      summary conviction offence.  If the approach

20      chosen is prosecution as an indictable

21      offence, the person becomes liable to a

22      maximum of ten years in prison.  If the

23      approach chosen is prosecution as a summary

24      conviction offence, the person may be liable

25      to a maximum of 18 months in prison.  It is

26      clear that in prosecution by summary
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1      proceeding, according to the case law, the

2      case did not involve a serious crime.

3 In this case cited Lopez Velasco, the case that you

4 have before you, again, the RPD has to consider the

5 hybrid nature of the equivalent Canadian offence.

6      So those are the two cases, sir.  Ammar involving

7 egregious -- I don't want to make light of the

8 allegations that are before you, sir.  What you have is

9 transient sexual conduct.  The individual, Mr. xxxx,

10 at that time, was employed as a respiratory therapist.

11 There is a complaint that he, again, massaged the

12 breasts of these women.  It was unwanted sexual

13 contact, but that's it.

14      On the facts -- so if we were -- again, let's go

15 through the analysis.  So was there a

16 misrepresentation?  The minister hasn't provided any

17 sort of clear evidence that Mr. xxxx knew of a charge,

18 a criminal charge -- which, again, is a term of art --

19 until December 2009 when they rely on their statement

20 from Mr. Cobb, their own officer.  After December 2009,

21 we see that Mr. xxxx has taken a number of steps to

22 answer charges, cooperated with the authorities, and,

23 indeed, go there.

24      Failing that, let's go down to article 1F(b).  The

25 case law is clear, sir.  You're dealing with a hybrid

26 offence in Canada, because, again, there's a range.
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1 Sexual assault can go from serious -- it, indeed, can

2 be serious, sir -- to not serious.  Based on the facts

3 before you, this case falls under the not-serious

4 class.

5      The case law that I've reviewed -- some of the

6 case law I've reviewed indicates -- and some of the

7 commentary that I reviewed indicates that the offence

8 must be, at a minimum, extraditable.  How serious is

9 this crime when the US authorities have refused to

10 initiate extradition proceedings against Mr. xxxx?

11 How serious is this crime when Mr. xxxx shows up in

12 their jurisdiction, pays a bond, and is in jail, and

13 they would rather deport him, rather than put him in

14 front of a Court?

15      We can assess their actions, as well.  How serious

16 is this crime?  How serious are the US authorities

17 taking it?  The individual shows up on your doorstep

18 ready, waiting, and you deport him instead of having

19 him held for trial.  Why haven't they made any efforts

20 to extradite him?  My client is more than willing to

21 appear and answer these charges before him.  He just

22 can't.

23      So, sir, I've thrown, I think, a lot at you.  I've

24 thrown the novel argument of the US being a country of

25 refuge, you know, and I think I called that "principle

26 4".
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1      I think, really, this thing is going to turn on

2 principle 5, which is, is it a serious crime or not?

3 And the case law before you, Ammar and Lopez Velasco,

4 it's very clear.  It's equivalent, this transient

5 sexual contact -- the allegations of this transient

6 sexual contact is equivalent to Section 271 of the

7 Canadian Criminal Code, which can be proceeded by way

8 of summary procedure, and that does not constitute a

9 serious non-political crime.

10      There's shortcomings in the evidence before you,

11 sir, and, again, that's -- that's not really my job.

12 It's the minister's responsibility, and they've

13 really -- they've really failed here, I think.  I think

14 that it's their application.  They've got to put

15 forward something more than this.

16      And, again, you can draw a negative inference from

17 a number of different things.  Where is -- what -- what

18 we need is a lot more than this.  I know it's a lower

19 threshold, and maybe they're going by way of vacate

20 because they probably know they can't make this stick

21 under Section 44 admissibility.  Maybe that's why they

22 withdrew the Section 44 report.  But you've got a

23 complaint, you've got a warrant, you've got these --

24 and that's it, and you're left to guess.  Well, that's

25 not enough.  That's not enough to deport someone to --

26 a refugee.  That's not enough to deport someone to
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1 potential risk to life or death or torture.

2      That's why I said at the beginning of my

3 submissions, sir, that, while you've got the

4 jurisdiction to hear this matter, the end result, given

5 the case law by the Federal Court, given the little bit

6 of information you have from the minister, that's why

7 the end result is inevitable.  You have to dismiss the

8 minister's application to vacate.

9      Subject to any questions you might have, those are

10 my submissions.

11 MR. CRYER:               Thank you.  We'll take a

12 15-minute break.

13 MS. MATHYK-PINTO:        Can I make a response?

14 MR. CRYER:               Yeah.  Oh, yes.

15 MS. MATHYK-PINTO:        Yeah.  Thank you.  Or do you

16 want to take a break first?

17 MR. CRYER:               Well, how long is your

18 response?

19 MS. MATHYK-PINTO:        It's not very long.  Three

20 minutes, five minutes.

21 MR. CRYER:               Oh okay.  I didn't know how

22 long you were going to go, and so I was ready for a

23 break, but --

24 MS. MATHYK-PINTO:        Oh, okay.  We can do that --

25 MR. CRYER:               But go ahead.

26 MS. MATHYK-PINTO:        Okay.  Thank you.
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1 MR. CRYER:               Just give me a second to put

2 in a new section here.

3 FINAL SUBMISSIONS BY MS. MATHYK-PINTO

4 MS. MATHYK-PINTO:        Sure.

5 MR. CRYER:               Okay.

6 MS. MATHYK-PINTO:        Thank you.  I'm just going to

7 touch on a few different areas in trying to remember

8 all of counsel's arguments.

9      I will start by saying I appreciate novel

10 arguments, but there is a distinction to be made

11 between novel arguments and binding arguments, as I

12 know you're very aware, sir.

13      I'm just trying to go back to the beginning of the

14 points, and obviously where the major part -- the first

15 part that we're dealing with is what Mr. xxxx knew and

16 when he knew it and all that sort of thing, and I think

17 it's very convenient that the information placed before

18 you after the fact talks about Mr. xxxx only learning

19 of charges until after he left the United States.

20 That's referenced a couple of different times, but

21 nobody actually says when that was, except Mr. xxxx.

22 And I would say -- submit that that was very reluctant

23 on his part.

24      I take counsel's point with the characterization

25 of the triple-hearsay.  Mr. Cobb has not been provided

26 to you today, and I do see the point about providing in
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1 a statutory declaration information that he obtained

2 from a second and third party.  Point taken.  The

3 minister's submission is that, even if you weight that

4 less, you still have enough before you to agree with

5 us.

6      What I haven't heard is any specific evidence,

7 orally or otherwise, that the statements that Mr. xxxx

8 made to Mr. Cobb are incorrect.  That hasn't been

9 contested.  I haven't heard that what he said, what's

10 written here, is inaccurate or has been

11 mischaracterized in any way.

12      I still am confused on the relevance of the

13 mandamus application and why that's in this disclosure.

14 It seems to me that, you know, counsel has made some --

15 some statements, some guesses, some suggestions about,

16 you know, what CBSA is doing and why we didn't proceed

17 with 44 report.  That wasn't my decision, and I don't

18 know why that decision was made, but, really, it's

19 irrelevant to why we're here today.

20      If we're going to guess, I mean, I can guess, too.

21 It seems to me that we're supposed to take this

22 information that postdates the time that we're looking

23 at and extrapolate backwards on what Mr. xxxx's

24 attitude and intentions and knowledge was when he was

25 sitting before the previous panel.

26      If counsel is going to guess on what the minister
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1 was doing or not doing and our purposes, I could -- I

2 could guess that maybe Mr. xxxx only dealt with his

3 criminality in the United States when he was being

4 blocked from being landed in Canada.  I don't know, but

5 I think it's tenuous, at the very best, to tell us that

6 now he's dealing with his charges, now he's aware of

7 them, and, therefore, those aren't the behaviours of a

8 fugitive.

9      What remains before you is the information that

10 Mr. xxxx did provide to Officer Cobb.  Counsel has

11 indicated that we don't have a witness statement.  What

12 we do have are information and interviews that took

13 place that form the basis of the complaint and the

14 charges.  What do you need to make the charge?  What do

15 you need to file a warrant?  It talks about that.  It's

16 probable cause in the United States, and it's

17 relatively detailed about what happened, when it

18 happened, when he was interviewed, there's an internal

19 investigation, all that sort of thing, what goes into

20 these allegations beings made.

21      And, finally, I'll just touch briefly.  Counsel's

22 gone into a fair amount of detail about what

23 constitutes a serious criminality and what doesn't.  I

24 don't have specific case law in front of you.  I will

25 say that, just from past experience, he's gone through

26 the factors of what "serious" is, you know, rape,
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1 torture, murder, that sort of thing.  I know from other

2 cases that even something as relatively innocuous --

3 MR. SHARMA:              Well, that -- that, I have to

4 object.  That cannot possibly be before you.  Is

5 Ms. Mathyk-Pinto providing evidence now based on her

6 experience?  That cannot possibly be provided --

7 MS. MATHYK-PINTO:        There is case law -- can I

8 just finish?  There is case law on even something as

9 simple as fraud, financial matters, being found as

10 1F(b), and I don't have that case law in front of you.

11 I can provide it to you, if you prefer.

12 MR. SHARMA:              Again, if the minister shows

13 up empty-handed then makes an allegation about a

14 white-collar economic crime, that's --

15 MS. MATHYK-PINTO:        Okay.  The case --

16 MR. CRYER:               (INAUDIBLE).

17 MS. MATHYK-PINTO:        The case is new --

18 MR. CRYER:               Okay.  So let's -- let's leave

19 that behind, because I have access to all of that case

20 law, and, if I need to, I'll review everything that

21 is -- that I have access to --

22 MS. MATHYK-PINTO:        I know the name of the case.

23 It's an RPD case (INAUDIBLE).  I don't have the file

24 number with me, sir, but I can provide that if --

25      My point -- my point is that serious criminality

26 is a wide range, and it doesn't have to necessarily
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1 involve, you know, harm, sexual assault, murder, all

2 these factors that counsel's talking about.  It's wider

3 than that.  What you have in front of you is a felony

4 complaint.  The statute talks about tenures in

5 Minnesota, tenures in Canada, and the minister's point

6 is that it's all before you.

7      And I'm not saying that the application and the

8 supporting evidence is perfect.  It certainly is not,

9 but my submission is that it's enough before you to

10 agree with the application.  Thank you.

11 MR. CRYER:               Any -- any response to

12 counsel's submission that there's a difference between

13 knowing that -- what did you use an investigation?  The

14 difference between an investigation and a charge, or

15 the difference between knowing what being a fugitive is

16 and the art of being charged?  Is that -- is that

17 relevant?

18 MS. MATHYK-PINTO:        My response to that would be

19 semantics, sir.  What Mr. xxxx has said is -- page 27:

20 (as read)

21      If you talked to the FBI, you must have known

22      the police were looking for you.  They said I

23      was like a fugitive.

24 2007.  I mean, I just think it's all very convenient

25 that Mr. xxxx is going to tell us that he was being

26 sought for a further interview, that he wasn't aware of
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1 the charges.  His wife was in the United States at the

2 time.  They approached her.  These documents had

3 already been filed by that point.  So I find it really

4 hard to stretch and say that he just wasn't aware.  I

5 think it's a matter of convenience for Mr. xxxx that

6 he's not providing that information to us.

7 MR. CRYER:               Since I asked that specific

8 question, you can respond to that matter specifically.

9 MR. SHARMA:              Yes, just that matter

10 specifically.  The minister's, I guess, statement or

11 what they're asking you to infer is, again, based on

12 double or triple-hearsay.  His -- Mr. xxxx's wife was

13 in the US.  I don't see -- the fact of the matter is,

14 is that you can't accept part of the Cobb affidavit or

15 stat dec.  The evidence is, is that a charge is a legal

16 term of art.

17      Mr. xxxx said he was "like a fugitive".  Again,

18 he contacted the FBI, right?  And so we do not have any

19 clear evidence from the minister other than conjecture,

20 wild guesses, and triple-hearsay, and maybe an

21 inference, that Mr. xxxx was maybe, through ESP, was

22 able to discern that he was charged in absentia in the

23 US because maybe his wife lived there.  That's --

24 that's the evidence you have.

25 MS. MATHYK-PINTO:        It's -- the address is on the

26 warrant.
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1 MR. SHARMA:              Sorry -- sorry --

2 MR. CRYER:               Yeah.  I'll let him

3 (INAUDIBLE) --

4 MR. SHARMA:              Sorry.  If we keep going,

5 there will be no end to this.  In terms of the address,

6 there's no evidence before you that Mr. xxxx or his

7 wife, Ms. xxxx, was living at that address.  There's

8 no evidence before you that Mr. xxxx's wife was living

9 at that address at that time.

10      So -- no, no.  No ev -- so, again, this is not for

11 me to draw the lines and connect the dots for you, sir.

12 This is for them to connect the dots for you.  No

13 evidence he or his wife were still at that address.

14      So, again, how does Mr. xxxx discern that he's

15 been charged in absentia?  He can't give you no data,

16 sir.  He can't give you what he doesn't have.  He can't

17 advise the RPD he's been charged when he doesn't know.

18      And there's no evidence, and it's the minister's

19 obligation, onus, and standard, and threshold to show

20 you that and to connect the dots, and they haven't.

21 MR. CRYER:               Yeah.  And your statement is

22 that the warrant has the claimant's wife's address?

23 MS. MATHYK-PINTO:        Yes.  And I realized that I

24 don't have evidence that she was specifically living

25 there, but he's already told Officer Cobb that his wife

26 was approached by the police.
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1 MR. SHARMA:              In relation to what?  An

2 investigation or criminal charges?  We don't know.  We

3 don't know.

4 MR. CRYER:               Okay.  That seems to be about

5 it, then, right?

6      I'm going to take my time on this.  Okay.

7 MR. SHARMA:              Sir, I have that article

8 actually -- that I actually referred to.

9 MR. CRYER:               Okay.  And do you have access

10 to this article?  Do you want me to photocopy it?

11 MS. MATHYK-PINTO:        No.  Is this the novel

12 argument, sir?

13 MR. SHARMA:              It -- it contains Jayasekara,

14 and it's not actually a novel argument.  The argument's

15 been around for about -- a couple of decades, but ...

16 MR. CRYER:               It's Lorne Waldman's paper on

17 1F(b).

18 MR. SHARMA:              Yeah.

19 MS. MATHYK-PINTO:        I have that document.

20 MR. CRYER:               Okay.  Well, I'm going to take

21 my time on this, and so I'm not going to issue a bench

22 decision today.  The decision will come in writing.  So

23 my decision is reserved.  The board will forward my

24 decision to all of the parties here when that decision

25 is made.

26      The hearing is concluded.  It is five after 10.  I
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1 thank everyone here for your participation today.

2 MR. xxxx:               Thank you, sir.

3 MR. SHARMA:              Thank you.

4 MS. MATHYK-PINTO:        Thank you.

5 (AUDIO CONCLUDES)

6 _______________________________________________________
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